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"It's a real scourge that we absolutely must regulate". The new Minister of Education Nicole 
Beloubet is tackling school bullying. This was the theme of her first visit to a middle school in 
Reims this morning. A phenomenon which effects on average at least one student per class 
according to the anonymous self-assessment carried out in schools in the first quarter. This vast 
survey will be repeated each year in the form of an annual barometer of harassment. Additional 
resources will also be allocated, notably the creation of 150 full-time jobs aimed at fighting 
harassment. 
 
More resources are also what liberal nurses are demanding. They have followed in the footsteps 
of farmers by organizing today go-slow operations in many cities such as Nice, Marseille and 
Bordeaux. The Collectif des infirmiers libéraux en colère calls all liberal nurses in France to a new 
demonstration next Saturday. 
 
As for farmers, will they resume their movement? It is not excluded if the measures announced 
by the Prime Minister do not materialize between now and the Agricultural Show at the end of 
February. The threat is in any case clearly expressed by the FNSEA which says it has not seen any 
results on the ground so far. The union will be received tomorrow at Matignon by Gabriel Attal. 
 
Also in the news, a man was placed in police custody in Pas de Calais, after killing 3 people this 
morning with his vehicle at the exit of the village of Stain Becque. The tragedy seems to be an 
accident. The driver supposedly went off course in a bend and finished on the sidewalk where 
there were 4 people. One of the victims is in critical condition. 
 
And the orange alert was lifted at midday in the departments of the Atlantic coast. There is major 
damage in Gironde and the hospital of Arès is partially flooded. Patients on the ground floor had 
to be transferred to the first floor and the emergency room is closed. However, the service should 
reopen this evening. 
 
 


